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The prize-collecting Steiner tree problem in graphs (PCSPG), as well as its rooted
variant (RPCST), are target problems of the 11th DIMACS (the Center for Discrete
Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science) Implementation Challenge held in
collaboration with ICERM (the Institute for Computational and Experimental
Research in Mathematics). To solve these two problems, this paper proposes a
knowledge-guided local search algorithm (K-ILS), 1 which integrates dedicated search
strategies and explores structure information of problem instances. K-ILS uses an
effective swap-vertex operator for tree transformation associated with a
discriminating auxiliary evaluation function as well as several knowledge-guided
perturbation strategies. K-ILS additionally employs two new path-based move
operators to generate neighboring solutions. The computational results achieved on
the benchmark instances of the 11th DIMACS Implementation Challenge using the
same computing platform and competition rules demonstrate that K-ILS performs
very well compared to the leading algorithms of the challenge. We report additional
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